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Abstract. Abilities of agents and properties of their environment provide a means to describe
behaviour and functionality. These abilities also provide a basis for re-design. In this paper an
example is given of a prototype system for re-design of a multi-agent system in which the
abilities and properties are made explicit.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the past five years extensive research has been conducted in the field of multi-agent systems.
Many different notions of agency have been proposed (e.g. Nwana, 1996; Wooldridge and Jennings,
1995; Shoham, 1993). One notion of agents in which weak agency is distinguished from strong
agency has been proposed by Wooldridge and Jennings (1995): weak agency is characterised by
autonomy, social ability, reactiveness, and pro-activeness. In contrast the notion of strong agency is
based on the characteristics of mentalistic and intentional notions (related to the stronger notion of
intentional stance (Dennett, 1987).
The characteristics of weak agency defined by Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) provide a means to
reflect on the tasks an agent needs to be able to perform. Pro-activeness and autonomy are related to
an agent's ability to reason about its own processes, goals and plans. Reactivity and social ability are
related to the ability to be able to interact with the material world and to communicate with other
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agents. The ability to communicate and co-operate with other agents and to interact with the
material world often relies on an agent's ability to acquire and maintain its own knowledge of the
world and other agents.
These abilities are essential to agent behaviour: they define an agent's behaviour. Knowledge of an
agent's behaviour is needed to design generic models of agents, to re-design multi-agent systems,
and to verify and validate multi-agent systems.
In the knowledge engineering community one of the areas of research is the characterisation of tasks
and problem solving methods, e.g. the identification of capabilities of problem solving methods,
e.g. see (Benjamins, 1993; Fensel, 1997; Fensel, Motta, Decker and Zdrahal, 1997; Harmelen and
Teije, 1997; Aitken and Kingston, 1997; Orsvärn, 1996; Wielinga, Schreiber and Breuker, 1992;
Breuker, 1997). Another related characterisation of problem solving methods is based on
assumptions, e.g. see (Benjamins, Fensel and Straatman, 1996; Fensel and Straatman, 1997) .
The distinction between capabilities and abilities is that a capability of a model is a possible static
characteristic (e.g. knowing how a car can be repaired); while an ability is a characteristic of
dynamic behaviour (e.g. actually repairing a car). As dynamic behaviour is of paramount
importance to multi-agent systems, abilities may also need to refer to distributed control.
The compositional development method DESIRE for multi-agent systems includes a modeling
framework and software environment for the development of multi-agent systems (Brazier, DuninKeplicz, Jennings and Treur, 1995; 1997; Brazier, Treur, Wijngaards and Willems, 1996). Within
this method generic agent models, based on desired agent abilities, are used to structure knowledge
acquisition and agent design. Note that within this approach a distinction is made between agents
and the material world. The material world is not considered to be an agent. As a result a distinction
is made between abilities of agents, and properties of the material world or the multi-agent system
as a whole.
A number of generic abilites of agents and properties of multi-agent systems are discussed in
Section 2. To illustrate the role of abilities for the (automated) re-design of an existing multi-agent
system, first a model for re-design is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the abilities
involved in an example re-design process and the relationships between these abilities. A trace of
the re-design process (as produced by a prototype re-design system) is shown to illustrate the role of
abilities in re-design. A discussion of the results is presented in Section 5, together with suggestions
for future research.

2. GENERIC ABILITIES AND PROPERTIES
A multi-agent system (MAS) is composed of interacting agents and the material world. Abilities and
properties can be assigned to
individual agents,
the material world,
an individual agent in relation to the agents and the world with which it interacts,
the world in relation to the agents with which it interacts, and
a multi-agent system as a whole.
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Figure 1. Aggregation levels within a multi-agent system
In fact, three different levels of aggregation can be distinguished, as shown in Figure 1: single entity,
embedded entity and multi-agent system. The abilities assigned to each level are characterised as
follows:
An `agent' or `material world' pur sang: what it can do, can't do,
abilities or properties. Formulated in terms of an agent or material
world.
Abilities and properties of a single agent in relation to other agents
and/or the material world with which it is connected. Abilities and
properties of the material world in relation to the agents with which
embedded it is connected. This includes abilities relating to communication or
entity
interaction between agents and/or the material world. Examples of
the embedding relationship for Figure 1 include: embedding_of( A
) ={ A, C, W }, embedding_of( B ) = { B, C }, and embedding_of(
W ) = { W, A }.
multiProperties in terms of the entire MAS, formulated in terms of the
agent
MAS, or `sets of agents', or `sets of agents and the material world'.
system
Note that the aggregration levels do not have an `inclusion' relationship, i.e. abilities or properties
are not automatically `inherited'. However, abilities and properties at one level, may be related to
abilities and properties at another level.
single
entity

In this section first the abilities and properties of single entities are described: the generic abilities of
a single agent are discussed in Section 2.1, and the properties of the material world are discussed in
Section 2.2. The properties of a multi-agent system are discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1 Generic abilities of an agent
Individual agents often have different abilities. A number of abilities with which an agent's
behaviour may be described are the following
co-operation,
bi-directional communication,
agent own process control, and
world interaction.
Often abilities are directly dependent on other abilities. The dependency relationship needs to be
recognised. These abilities can also, however, be refined, both with respect to their specialisations
(refinement of the ability into more specific abilities) and with respect to their realisation
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(refinement of the ability into more fine-grained abilities related to reasoning about the ability, and
more fine-grained abilities abilities related to the effectuation of the ability).
The ability of co-operation. The ability of co-operation depends on two other abilities: the ability
of an agent to control its own processes and the ability to communicate with other agents. In Figure
2, the co-operation ability is described in terms of the dependency between these abilities: the
dependency on the abilities of bi-directional communication and agent own process control.

Figure 2. Dependency relationships for ability co-operation
Note that the specific abilities on which a given ability depends, is context sesnsitive: which specific
abilities can be chosen depends on their availability in a given situation.
Figure 3 shows the refinement relationships for the ability of co-operation. The more specific
abilities related to co-operation are the ability to plan co-operation and the ability to monitor cooperation. The abilities related to the realisation of the ability of co-operation are the ability to
reason about co-operation and the ability to execute co-operation.
These abilities are further refined. The abilities related to the realisation of the ability to plan cooperation are the ability to reason about planning co-operation, and the ability to execute planning
co-operation. The abilities related to the realisation of the ability to monitor co-operation are,
likewise, the ability to reason about monitoring co-operation, and the ability to execute monitoring
co-operation. These realisation related abilities are, in fact, specialisations of the abilities related to
the realisation of the ability of co-operation. The ability to reason about planning co-operation and
the ability to reason about monitoring co-operation are refinements of the ability to reason about cooperation. The ability to execute planning co-operation and the ability to execute monitoring cooperation are refinements of the ability to execute co-operation.

Figure 3. Refinements of the ability of co-operation.
The abilities of agent own process control and bi-directional communication influence planning and
monitoring of co-operation: the agent's own decisions, and information on and from other agents, is
used to manage co-operation.
The ability of bi-directional communication. The ability of bi-directional communication depends
on the ability of an agent to control its own processes, as depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Dependency relationship for bi-directional communication
Figure 5 shows the refinement relationships for the ability of bi-directional communication. The
more specific abilities related to bi-directional communication are the ability to communicate to
others (unidirectional communication to others) and to receive communication from others
(unidirectional communication from others). The abilities related to the realisation of the ability of
bi-directional communication are the ability to reason about bi-directional communication, and the
ability to execute bi-directional communication.
These more specific abilities are further refined, and related to the ability to reason about
unidirectional communication from others, the ability to reason about unidirectional communication
to others, the ability to execute unidirectional communication from others, and the ability to execute
unidirectional communication to others.

Figure 5. Refinements of the ability of bi-directional communication.
The ability of agent own process control. The ability of an agent to control its own processes can
be refined as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Refinements of the ability of agent own process control.
The two more specific abilities related to the ability of an agent's ability to control its own
processes, are
the ability to monitor its own processes, and
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plan its own future processes.
These abilities are each further refined to abilities in which realisation (reasoning and execution) is
explicitly defined for each of these abilities.
The abilities related to the realisation of the ability of an agent to control its own processes are the
ability of an agent to reason about its own processes, and the ability of an agent to execute its own
processes. For each of these abilities two more specific abilities are depicted. Reasoning about an
agent's own process control is related to the abilities to reason about current and future process
control. Executing an agent's own process control is related to an agent's abilities to monitor current
processes and to plan future processes.
The ability of world interaction. The ability to interact with the material world can be refined to
more specific abilities: the ability to observe in the world and the ability to initiate actions in the
world, as shown in Figure 7. The ability of observation is further refined into the ability of passive
observation and the ability of active observation. The ability of active observation is refined into
two abilities: the ability of observation initiation and the ability of processing observation results.
The ability of passive observation is refined into the ability of processing observation results. These
abilities are each further refined to abilities in which realisation (reasoning and execution) is
explicitly defined for each of these abilities.

Figure 7. Refinements of the ability of world interaction.
The abilities related to the realisation of the ability of an agent to interact with the world are the
ability of an agent to reason about its interaction with the world, and the ability of an agent to
execute interaction with the world. For each of these abilities three more specific abilities are
depicted. Reasoning about world interaction is related to the abilities to reason about observation
initation, to reason about processing observation results, and to reason about action initiation.
Executing interaction with the material world is related to an agent's abilities to execute observation
initiation, to execute processing observation results, and to execute action initiation.

2.2 Properties of a material world
The material world, part of a multi-agent system, has properties, and not abilities. These properties
are related to how "equipped" the world is to handle interaction with agents. The property or world
interaction is described below.
The property of world interaction. Properties of material world are depicted in Figure 8. The
property of world interaction (from the point of view of the material world) can be realized by two
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properties: the property of processing observations and the property of handling actions. These
properties are the counterpart of the ability of world interaction: the ability of active observation and
the ability of passive observation.

Figure 8. Refinements of the property of world interaction.
The property of processing observations can be refined into the more specific properties:
processing active observations (i.e. counterpart for the ability active observation),
processing passive observations (i.e. counterpart for the ability passive observation.
The property of processing actions can be refined into the properties:
receiving initiated actions,
performing actions.
The property of processing active observations can be refined into the property of receiving initiated
observations, the property of performing observations, and the property of providing observation
results. The property of processing passive observations can be refined in to the property of
performing observations and the property of providing observation results.
As all of these refinements are about the specialisation of a property, there is no refinement for
reasoning and execution as these refinements are only applicable to agents.

2.3 Properties of a multi agent system
The properties of a multi-agent system, although related to the abilities of individual agents and the
properties of a material world, are properties described at the level of the multi-agent system itself.
A property of a multi-agent system is, for example, the property of distributed problem solving of
two agents (possibly interacting with the material world). Properties of a multi-agent system relate
to the roles agents fulfil in relation to each other.
As a more detailed example, consider the multi-agent system in Figure 1. This multi-agent system
could have the property to distributedly solve problems: for example agent D solves a subproblem
for agent A: agent D provides answers to queries from agent A by making observations in the
material world W. Agent D can be considered to be an information gatherer for agent A. The initial
multi-agent system does not have the property yet, as there is no agent D. Section 4 extends this
example by illustrating how the multi-agent system can be re-designed into another multi-agent
system which does have this property.
The specific property of a multi-agent system, as described above, can be related to specific abilities
and properties at the aggregation level of `embedded entity':
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the ability of agent A to have bidirectional communication with agent D,
the ability of agent D to have bidirectional communication with agent A,
the ability of agent D to have actively observe material world W,
the property of material world W to handle active observation from agent D.
These abilities can be further specialised or realised by means of the descriptions given in the
previous sections.

3. THE ROLE OF ABILITIES IN REDESIGN
A specific re-design system is used in Section 4 to illustrate the role abilities play in re-design.
Before discussing the specific example, however, the re-design system is described. As re-design is
an integral part of any design process (an intermediate description is often modified/re-designed to
meet given requirements), the re-design process is viewed as a design process, for which a generic
model of design exists.
This model of design is briefly described in Section 3.1. An application of this generic model for the
re-design of a multi-agent system is described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Generic model of design
A generic model of design, in which reasoning about requirements and their qualifications,
reasoning about design object descriptions and reasoning about the design process are distinguished,
has been proposed by Brazier, Langen, Ruttkay and Treur (1994). This model is based on a logical
analysis of design processes (Brazier, Langen and Treur, 1996) and on analyses of existing
applications, including environmental waste modelling (Langen, Brazier, Diepenmaat and Pulles,
1995), elevator configuration (Brazier, Langen, Treur, Wijngaards and Willems, 1996) and design of
environmental measures (Brazier, Treur and Wijngaards, 1996b). The model provides an abstract
description of a design process comparable to a design model (Coyne, Rosenman, Radford,
Balachandran and Gero, 1990). The logical analysis of design processes is comparable to a design
theory (Smithers, 1994, for parametric design Wielinga, Akkermans and Schreiber, 1995). The
model also provides a generic structure which can be refined for specific design tasks in different
domains of application. Refinement of the generic task model of design, by specialisation and
instantiation, involves the specification of knowledge about applicable requirements and their
qualifications, about the design object, and about design strategies.
An initial design problem statement is expressed by a user as a set of initial requirements and
requirement qualifications. Requirements impose conditions and restrictions on the structure,
functionality and behaviour of the design object for which a structural description is to be generated
during design. Qualifications of requirements are qualitative expressions of the extent to which
(individual or groups of) requirements are considered hard or preferred, either in isolation or in
relation to other (individual or groups of) requirements. At any one point in time during design, the
design process focuses on a specific subset of the set of requirements. This subset of requirements
plays a central role; the design process is (temporarily) committed to the current requirement
qualification set: the aim of generating a design object description is to satisfy these requirements.
Other qualifications of requirements may play a heuristic role.
During design the considered subsets of the set of requirements may change as may the
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requirements themselves. The same holds for design object descriptions and design object
knowledge: they evolve during design. The strategy employed for the coordination of requirement
qualification set manipulation and design object description manipulation may also change during
the course of a single design process. Modifications to the requirement qualification set, the design
object description and the design strategy, may be the result of straightforward implications drawn
from knowledge available to a design support system. Modifications may also be the result of
specific knowledge on appropriate default assumptions (see also (Smith and Boulanger,1994), or the
result of interaction with an outside party (e.g., a client or a designer).
Figure 9 shows the first level of composition of the generic model for design. Three processes are
shown at the top level, together with the information exchange.

Figure 9. First level of process composition of generic model of design.
The four processes (see Figure 10) related to the process requirement qualification set manipulation
are:
RQS modification: the current requirement qualification set is analysed, proposals for
modification are generated, compared and the most promising (according to some measure)
selected,
deductive RQS refinement: the current requirement qualification set is deductively refined by
means of the theory of requirement qualification sets,
current RQS maintenance: the current requirement qualification set is stored and maintained,
RQSM history maintenance: the history of requirement qualification sets modification is
stored and maintained.

Figure 10. Process composition of manipulation processes of generic model of design.
The four processes (see Figure 10) related to the process of manipulation of design object
descriptions are:
DOD modification: the current design object description is analysed in relation to the current
requirement set, proposals for modification are generated, compared and the most promising
(according to some measure) selected,
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deductive DOD refinement: the current design object description is deductively refined by
means of the theory of design object descriptions,
current DOD maintenance: the current design object description is stored and maintained,
DODM history maintenance: the history of design object descriptions modification is stored
and maintained.
The overall co-ordination of the design process together with the local co-ordination within the
manipulation components determines the course of the design process: this corresponds to the
notion of design navigation as described by Petrie, Cutkosky, and Park (1994). The notion of design
as search is also presented in (Motta and Zdrahal, 1996) in the context of parametric design.

3.2 Refinement of the generic model of design
In this section a specific refinement of the process RQS modification is explained in more detail.
The process RQS modification determines modifications to a requirement qualification set (RQS).
To this purpose a number of sub-processes are performed as shown in Figure 11. The sub-process
RQS modification process co-ordination is responsible for the co-ordination of the entire process
within RQSM: this process determines which RQS, when and by which means a particular RQS is
to be modified.

Figure 11. Partial process refinement for RQS modification.
The process RQS validation validates a certain RQS. Its sub-process validation focus determination
determines which properties of (qualified) requirements need to be validated (e.g. apparent conflicts,
aggregation level per (qualified) requirement, etc.). RQS refinement (see Figure 9) is given these
results as goals to pursue. The sub-process assessment assesses the achievement of the validation
focus on the basis of the results of the refinement.
The process RQS modification focus identification determines which qualified requirement and
which requirement need to be modified, according to the given internal strategy. Two sub-processes
are employed: RQS focus identification identifies one or more qualified requirements and/or
requirements and RQS limitation identification identifies which constraints are related to the current
focus.
The process RQS modification determination provides the actual modifications to the current RQS
on the basis of given strategies from RQS modification process co-ordination, and a focus and
limitations from RQS modification focus identification. This process entails four sub-processes:
method determination chooses the best method corresponding to the given strategy. The sub-process
default restriction method removes certain qualified requirements and requirements on the basis of
the current modification focus. The sub-process default refinement method selects an appropriate
refined (qualified) requirement on the basis of the current modification focus and limitations. The
subprocess modification determination result preparation guarantees the correctness of the results,
e.g. requirement uniqueness, before formulating the final modifications to the current RQS.
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The knowledge involved within RQS modification traverses the refinements graphs of the abilities
discussed in Section 2, from the `left to the right': that is, whenever a particular ability can be
refined by alternative sets of more fine-grained abilities, a choice is made and one refinement is
selected.

4. THE ROLE OF ABILITIES IN A
SPECIFIC RE-DESIGN PROCESS
In this chapter the re-design of an example multi-agent system is used to illustrate the role of
abilities in the re-design process. Figure 12 depicts the re-design process: before the re-design
process, the original multi-agent system lacks a certain ability (cf. Section 2.3 and Figure 1). The
new multi-agent system has that particular ability.

Figure 12. Re-design of a multi-agent system: `before' and `after' the re-design process.
This example focusses on the role of abilities, and not on the role of qualifications of requirements;
all requirements are considered to be equally important. The required abilities on the multi agent
system are shown in Table 1. The left column presents labels for these requirements.

r_m1 agent_solves_subproblem_for( agent_D, information_gatherer, agent_A )
r_m2

agent_task_explication( agent_D, information_gatherer,
searching( internet, scientific_publications ) )
Table 1. Initially required abilities of multi-agent system mas_S.

The first initial requirement (r_m1) states that agent D is an information gatherer that receives
queries from agent_A and provides answers to A and actively observes in material world W. The
second initial requirement (r_m2) states that the task of agent D is to search on the internet, with as
subject scientific publications.
This example is used to illustrate how initial abilities are modified during a re-design process. Table
2 shows how the initial set of required abilities is restricted to a smaller set (RQS1): requirements
that only refer to domain knowledge structures are excluded (to be later included when the task
related requirements have all been fulfilled). An initial focus on the requirement r_m2 results in its
deletion from the initial set, resulting in a new set containing only requirement r_m1.
Table 3 shows that the set RQS1 is first analysed and requirements are found at the `multi-agent
system' level of aggregation. The focus is on the requirement r_m1 (the only requirement) and for
this requirement more refined abilities and properties are inferred: abilities and properties at the
`embedded entity' level of aggregation. The resulting set of requirements is labelled RQS2.
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Table 4 briefly depicts how the set RQS2 is modified by adding a refinement to the ability of bidirectional communication between agents A and D.

Task

Information changes

RQS modification
Continue with the initial set of requirements. This initial
process coset should be validated.
ordination
RQS validation:
validation focus
determination

Results include:
whether each requirement is restricted to domain ontology
or not.

deductive RQS
refinement

Results include: requirement r_m1 does not only use
domain knowledge structures, r_m2 only uses domain
knowledge structures.

RQS validation:
assessment

No apparent conflicts or apparent inconcistencies are
detected.

RQS modification The following strategy is formulated:
process
RQS_modification_strategy( restrict_to,
coordination
non_knowledge_structures_requirements );
RQS modification
requirement_selected_as_focus( r_m2 );
focus
No limitations
identification
modification method determination
RQS modification
selected_RQS_modification_subtask( default_restriction
determination
);
default restriction
method

is_selected_design_requirement_for_deletion(
is_requirement( r_m2, ... ), pos );

Resulting RQS1

is requirement( r_m1, has_ability( mas_S,
agent_solves_subproblem_for(
agent_D, information_gatherer, agent_A ) ) );

Table 2. Manipulating the initially required abilities: restriction to a subset.
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Task

Information changes

RQS
modification
process
coordination

Continue with the last set of requirements: RQS1. This set
should be validated.

RQS validation:
validation focus
determination

Results include:
whether each requirement is restricted to domain ontology
or not, determine level of aggregation for each requirement,
determine whether a requirement is already refined or not.

deductive RQS
refinement

Results include: requirement r_m1 is not restricted to
domain knowledge structures and requirement r_m1 is at
the aggregation level of multi_agent_system, r_m1 is not
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refined yet.
RQS validation:
assessment

No apparent conflicts or apparent inconcistencies are
detected.

RQS
modification
process
coordination

There is only one requirement, at the aggregation level of
multi_agent_system, thus:
RQS_modification_strategy( refine,
non_refined_non_is_a_refinement_qr );
RQS_modification_strategy( refinement_extent_includes,
structure_type_identification );

RQS
modification
focus
identification

requirement_selected_as_focus( r_m1 );
No limitations

RQS
modification
determination

modification method determination
selected_RQS_modification_subtask( default_refinement );

default
refinement
method

is_selected_design_requirement_for_addition(
is_requirement( r_e1, has_ability( agent_A, bidirectional_communication_with( agent_D ) ) ), pos );
is_selected_design_requirement_for_addition(
is_requirement( r_e2, has_ability( agent_D, bidirectional_communication_with( agent_A ) ) ), pos );
is_selected_design_requirement_for_addition(
is_requirement( r_e3, has_ability( agent_D,
active_observation_in( world_W ) ) ), pos );
is_selected_design_requirement_for_addition(
is_requirement( r_e4, has_property( world_W,
processing_active_observations_by( agent_D ) ) ), pos );

Resulting RQS2

is requirement( r_m1, has_ability( mas_S,
agent_solves_subproblem_for(
agent_D, information_gatherer, agent_A ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e1, has_ability( agent_A, bidirectional_communication_with( agent_D ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e2, has_ability( agent_D, bidirectional_communication_with( agent_A ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e3, has_ability( agent_D,
active_observation_in( world_W ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e4, has_property( world_W,
processing_active_observation_by( agent_D)));
is_refined_by( r_m1, { r_e1, r_e2, r_e3, r_e4 } );

Table 3. Manipulating the RQS1: determining a refinement for r_m1.
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Information changes

RQS
modification
focus
identification

requirement_selected_as_focus( r_e1 );
No limitations
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RQS
modification
determination

modification method determination
selected_RQS_modification_subtask( default_refinement );

default
refinement
method

is_selected_design_requirement_for_addition(
is_requirement( r_s1, has_ability( agent_A,
unidirectional_communication_from( agent_D ) ) ), pos );
is_selected_design_requirement_for_addition(
is_requirement( r_s2, has_ability( agent_A,
unidirectional_communication_to( agent_D ) ) ), pos );

is requirement( r_m1, has_ability( mas_S,
agent_solves_subproblem_for(
agent_D, information_gatherer, agent_A ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e1, has_ability( agent_A, bidirectional_communication_with( agent_D ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e2, has_ability( agent_D, bidirectional_communication_with( agent_A ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e3, has_ability( agent_D,
Resulting RQS3 active_observation_in( world_W ) ) );
is_requirement( r_e4, has_property( world_W,
processing_active_observation_by( agent_D)));
is_refined_by( r_m1, { r_e1, r_e2, r_e3, r_e4 } );
is_requirement( r_s1, has_ability( agent_A,
unidirectional_communication_from( agent_D ) ) );
is_requirement( r_s2, has_ability( agent_A,
unidirectional_communication_to( agent_D ) ) );
is_refined_by( r_e1, { r_s1, r_s2 } );
Table 4. Manipulating the RQS2: determining a refinement for r_m2.
The final refinements for the requirement r_m1 are shown in Figure 13:
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Figure 13. Result of determining refinements for r_m1.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper several generic abilities of agents, and properties of multi-agent systems and the
material world have been introduced. On the basis of aggregation levels of multi agent systems the
following abilities and properties are introduced:
ability of co-operation,
ability of bi-directional communication,
ability of agent own process control,
ability of world interaction, and
property of world interaction with agents (a property of the material world),
property of distributed problem solving of several agents (a property of a multi-agent system).
Knowledge on these abilities and properties has been provided: dependencies among abilities and
properties, and refinements (both specialisations and realisations) of abilities and properties have
been outlined.
To illustrate the role these abilities and properties can play, an example re-design process has been
discussed. An existing multi-agent system lacking a particular property is re-designed into a
different multi-agent system supporting that particular property.
The prototype re-design system and multi-agent systems used as examples in this paper have been
modelled and specified in the DESIRE modelling framework. Within this modelling framework
dynamic and static aspects of multi-agent systems are made explicit thereby facilitating the
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identification and realization of abilities and properties. However, the abilities and properties are
defined without any reference to the DESIRE framework and can be used within different modelling
frameworks.
Other areas where these abilities and properties can play a significant role are: reuse of parts of a
multi-agent system, verification and validation of (part of) multi-agent systems and design rationale
of multi-agent systems.
Future research can focus on a number of issues. The role of these abilities with respect to brokering
of parts of agents via the WWW could be investigated. Initial thoughts on brokering parts of a
problem solving method are introduced by Fensel (1997b). Verification and validation is another
line of research closely related (Cornelissen, Jonker and Treur, 1997; Jonker and Treur, 1997).
Additional abilities of agents and multi-agent systems have to be described, e.g. abilities concerning
beliefs, desires and intentions, co-operation patterns or protocols, et cetera. The current prototype
re-design system should be augmented to include knowledge on these additional abilities as well.
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